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CHARTING THE SOURCE RECORDINGS

Frequencies

A short story created entirely by feeding sound works 
through the crowdsourcing channels of Upwork.com, 
a freelancer workplace, based on a set of audio 
compositions presented this year at Chapter, New York.1

Story text: Nathan Hogan 
Sound prompt: Jesse Stecklow

1.  http://jessestecklow.com/T-M-D-E
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Theo perched in the doorway, watching Karen move through the 
apartment like a consumer—head on a swivel, bag clutched protectively 
at her side as she inspected the wainscoting, the column radiators, the 
crown molding. It was a common method, he thought, of interacting 
with a space the first time one entered it or the final time before leaving—
never in the interminable months of occupancy in between. 

Eventually Theo joined in, rattling a sticky kitchen drawer and 
shaping vocal notes to test the acoustics of the bedroom. The woman 
from the rental agency watched this activity with pursed lips before 
tossing her stack of keys down on the laminate countertop and 
disappearing into the bathroom. Six properties in, she had stopped 
pointing out the depth of the closets, a fresh coat of paint, or the 
neighborhood’s singular charms.  

“I like it,” Theo said. “We should take it.”
“No,” Karen replied. “I don’t know.
“You liked one of the other places better?”
“No,” she said again. “I don’t know.”

Karen was content with her current situation, was the thing. She paid 
six hundred a month and had a roommate who travelled often for work. 
Incredibly, Theo’s own arrangement had always seemed enviable by 
contrast—a luxury townhouse shared for over a decade with Baron, the 
son of a wine distributor with a stranglehold on much of the Northeast. 
“Pay what you can,” Baron had shrugged, embarrassed by the question. 
And so Theo had gotten into the habit of placing a piddling amount 
of cash in an envelope at the end of every month and, whenever the 
envelope hadn’t moved after a week, of taking it back. But now Baron 
had a boyfriend; now Baron was ready to settle down. He offered Theo 
two weeks notice, their friendship as disposable as a job. 

“How can you be angry?” Karen had asked. “He paid for most of your 
twenties.” But in the days after, she seemed to grasp it too, for it also 
augured the end of her relationship. 

From the other side of the bathroom door, Theo heard the jiggle 
of the toilet handle and the tank cover being lifted, then a curse as the 
woman plunged a hand in to futz with the bulb, chain, and valve. He 
walked back into the kitchen, washing his hands as if by proxy. But 
there was no soap, no dishtowel. There was just that pile of keys on the 
laminate countertop—one for each of the apartments they had looked at 
that morning. He selected a key at random, slipping it into his pocket. 
Then he went to go find Karen, to snake a possessive arm around her 
waist.

“Well?” the woman said. “Which one did you decide on? I’ll take you 
back to the office and we can get the paperwork started.”

“We need more time to think about it,” Karen said. “We’ll be in touch.”
The woman began to protest about how quickly things moved, about 

how someone would steal their preferred place out from under them. But 
Theo had tuned her out by now. He was running a finger along the metal 
ridge in his pocket. 

Later that evening, Theo pulled out his phone at a stoplight. He 
had no particular place in mind to be, which in the past would not 
have bothered him, but now he felt an unfamiliar pressure to monetize 
his time. With a few keystrokes, he was back to working—the amateur 
sliding effortlessly into the professional role.  

The rider was roughly Theo’s age, headed to the AMC to meet 
his girlfriend for a movie. The fact that he had furnished this latter 
detail made Theo anxious about conversing. The man seemed to be 
inviting a discussion, but was deferentially quiet, like he wanted any 
such conversation to be on Theo’s terms. This was a way of ingratiating 
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himself, Theo thought, yet it also felt condescending. And Theo wasn’t 
accustomed to feeling condescended to.

“What are you going to see?” Theo finally asked him.
The man relaxed, letting his shoulders fall back against the Jetta’s 

rear seat. He hadn’t yet made up his mind, he said, but he wanted Theo 
to understand his decision-making process. Most of the available options 
were sequels, he explained, and while sequels provided diminishing 
returns, they also promised the dull comfort of the familiar. The way he 
expounded on this, Theo sensed that his girlfriend would not be granted 
any input.

“So you’ve settled on a sequel, but you’re not sure which sequel?” 
Theo asked, piloting the Jetta through rain-soaked streets by memory 
rather than app. He knew his way to every movie theatre in the city, and 
this realization reminded him, for some reason, of a Russian literature 
class he took in college—of a casual fact about Dostoyevsky that Theo 
hadn’t forgotten. That the writer moved from flat to flat incessantly 
throughout his lifetime, but always made certain to live within sight of an 
onion-domed church.

“Yeah, I can’t even remember all of the options,” the guy said. 
“There’s the Bourne sequel and the Independence Day sequel and the X-Men 
sequel and the Avengers sequel.”

“There’s a Ghostbusters sequel too, isn’t there?” Theo asked. 
“That’s gonna be great,” the guy concurred, using this opening 

to launch into a disquisition about one of the earlier iterations of 
Ghostbusters. According to the rider, the movie’s inclusion of a haunted 
painting had birthed the very idea that objects could possess malevolent 
qualities. He seemed to believe that the movie was the origin for a brand 
new conception of evil. 

“Right,” Theo said, agreeing to ignore the existence of ancient 
shamanic totems and juju charms in favor of a fat tip. 

“On the left here,” the guy said, and then tipped conservatively, 
electronically. Theo thought to himself that he was going to have to get 
better at talking, but in actuality he pulled out his phone and turned off 
the app.  

Theo didn’t realize that he had any particular destination in mind 
until he’d crossed the city, ending up at an AMC identical to the one 
from which he’d just departed. He selected a sequel at random from the 
board, and the ticket-taker warned him that the next screening didn’t start 
for another ninety minutes.

“Can you sell me a ticket to the earlier showing?” Theo asked.
“It’s more than half over,” the girl said.
“That’s fine,” Theo shrugged. 

She looked him in the eye for the first time, not saying anything, just 
taking his money and handing over his ticket. 

The inside of the theater was dark. Theo slid into one of the two 
seats closest to the door—the make-out seats, set apart from all the rest. 
He and Karen had always preferred these seats—not to make out, but 
because the screen was so distant that it took longer to become immersed 
in the movie. They liked to arrive very late, to sit far back from the 
screen—trying to hold out for as long as possible before the narrative 
finally swallowed them. Afterwards they sometimes discussed the point at 
which it had happened—that mysterious glide out of confusion and self-
awareness and into story, like leaving an agitated waking state in favor of 
blissful sleep. 

At a certain point it occurred to Theo that he wasn’t supposed to be waiting 
for the movie to start—that the film should already be nearing its conclusion.
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 This explained why the house lights were down and the screen was 
dark—why people kept straining to gaze up at the projection booth, 
trying to ascertain the problem. 

Theo listened in the darkness. At first he heard scuffling—
moviegoers shifting their weight, revisiting the popcorn bags they’d 
abandoned to the sticky floor. Listening past this, however, he realized 
he could hear the projector itself clicking impotently away in spite of its 
extinguished bulb. Was this possible? The projector was behind heavy 
glass, yet he felt certain he could hear it—the clicking transforming into 
a baritone grinding as though the machine was consuming itself. 

He listened harder, imagining how much louder it must be up in 
the booth—the projectionist furiously threading the leader, pulling 
cranks and pushing buttons to fix whatever malfunction had occurred. 
He couldn’t really hear this, he thought. It wasn’t possible. It was a 
projection of his thoughts—a sort of aural hallucination. Yet he was 
far back in the room—the last row. It might just be possible, in spite 
of the thickness of the glass. He concentrated, and now he could hear 
the impotent clicks mixing with the hollow vibrations of the air ducts 
overhead as the cooling system switched on. In the theatre next door, 
the muffled soundtrack of the Ghostbusters sequel filtered through the 
brick and the foam soundproofing. These cryptic noises rippled sickly 
past the Dolby speakers buried in the wall—speakers patiently awaiting 
the return of the moving image. As he sat still and listened, a creeping 
fear began to come over him—a fear that Karen’s leaving would tear 
him from the sleep of a story he’d gotten accustomed to telling himself. 
What he would find instead, he sensed, would not be feeling but 
sound—the metronome beat of his heart pumping blood, his stomach 
churning in furious peristalsis. 

The next time he saw Karen was the rare weeknight that her 
roommate was at home, forcing them to retreat into her bedroom after 
a late takeout dinner.

“I didn’t know Sarah was in town,” Theo said. “We could have just 
gone to my place.”

“I didn’t think about it,” she said. But Theo suspected they were 
there because Baron’s was better suited for either sex or arguing; the 
sounds always seemed to disperse in the lofty rooms, to vanish down the 
thicket of hallways. 

“We’ll have a place to ourselves soon enough,” Theo said.
“Yeah, about that,” Karen started. 
“I’d be happy with any of those apartments,” Theo said. 
“Any of them?” 
“Any of them,” he said, aware that he sounded like he was selecting 

between lifeboats. He watched Karen rub her face and study the pattern 
on the bedspread. It wasn’t even the fact that their relationship was 
ending, he decided. It was that there had been a dollar figure on it all 
along. She liked him enough to live apart, and she liked him enough to 
live together if her hand was the one being forced. She just didn’t like 
him this much.

“How can you be willing to live in any of them?” 
“Because I’d be living there with you,” Theo said. 
“Would you be willing to live anywhere with me?” she asked. 
“You know,” Theo said, “I read recently about an airplane graveyard 

in Bangkok where the homeless sleep in rusted 747s. I would live there 
with you.”

She smiled dreamily. “Where else would you live with me?” she 
asked.

“I’d live with you on the MTA,” he said. “I’d ride with you like 
Charlie. Eternally.”

6.24.15
11:58 AM
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“Huh?” she asked.

He opened her laptop to Google the Kingston Trio song he recalled 
from his youth. Soon the loping notes of guitar, ukulele, and banjo 
began to spill from the tinny speakers, the voices pushing the story 
forward agonizingly slowly, each distinctive verse interrupted by the 
same, goofy chorus, the guy with the lowest voice failing to hop off the 
train with every muttered aside. 

He’s the man who never returned
He’s the man who never returned
Ain’t you, Charlie?

“I don’t get it,” she said. “Can you play it again?”
Without anything to look at, she seemed to have difficulty following 

the storyline. Theo played the song through a second time, and then 
started to play it a third, but by then Karen was sick of it—even though 
she still seemed uncertain of its meaning. 

“I’ve never heard that before,” she said. “So the guy’s stuck on the 
train because he can’t afford to get off?”
“Right,” Theo said.
“Usually it’s the other way around, isn’t it?”
“You mean usually you can’t afford to get on?”
“No,” she said. “I mean, yes. I mean, that too.”
A silence passed between them, and then Karen started to open her 
mouth. Theo had been waiting to see what she had to say, but now 
he couldn’t move fast enough.
“Look what I’ve got,” he said, reaching into his pocket. 

The keys weren’t labeled, so Theo and Karen had to visit three of 
the properties they’d toured before a door finally opened for them. 
They stepped tentatively across the threshold, still not acting like 
the apartment was theirs, but not behaving like shoppers this time 
either. Inside, they tiptoed through the rooms—rooms that had grown 
mysteriously larger in size. Their eyes swept up, down, and behind 
them—not for architectural features but for hidden threats. Karen, 
worrying openly that the occupants of a neighboring building might 
identify them as trespassers, insisted on keeping the lights off. 
She quivered with a nervous energy as she tiptoed through the rooms, 
brushing her hand across the knobs of closets before violently throwing 
them open. In the darkness, Theo forgot what he’d expected the evening 
to be—a glimpse at a direction their lives might have taken under 
different circumstances.

“That was sort of fun,” Karen finally admitted, arms folded over her 
chest after she’d finished traversing each of the rooms. She reached 
for the front door, waiting for Theo to follow her out.
“Wait,” he said. “That’s it?”
“That’s what?”
“It feels like we’re wasting some rare opportunity if we leave.”
Karen pondered this. “What should we do instead?”
He squinted at the darkness—searching the walls, the floorboards, 
the outlets, and the light switches.
“We could spend the night,” he shrugged.
“On the floor?” she asked. “Without blankets? No thanks.”
“We could cook something.”
“We’d have to buy ingredients. There aren’t any pans, and I’m not 
very hungry.”
He racked his brain. The options were hopelessly limited, though 
leaving felt premature.
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“What about a shower?” he proposed.

He expected her to say no, but she surprised him by agreeing. So 
they walked together into the bathroom where Theo, by habit, softly 
closed the door behind them. 

Karen stripped her clothes off matter-of-factly while Theo tested 
the temperature of the spray. The pressure was terrible, the water 
lukewarm. There wasn’t a mat, so they had to step carefully to 
avoid falling, and even though the water barely dribbled from the 
showerhead, it still managed to spray all over the floor due to the lack 
of a curtain. 

The sound of the occasional truck rolling by in the street below 
mingled with the dribble of the spray. They stood close, brushing skin 
every time they shifted their weight, but their hands stayed at their 
sides. There was no desire there—the emptiness, the foreignness of the 
place had mysteriously ceased to feel exciting and instead felt wholly 
uncomfortable. Karen had seemed to glimpse this inevitability, Theo 
realized, and was using it now to teach him something. Stripped naked, 
their bodies pressed together, the lack of any desire was nauseating. 

“I love you,” Theo tried.
Karen explained softly how he didn’t—not really. 
“That’s ridiculous.” 
“That’s true.”
“It is not.”
He tried to concentrate on the water flowing over his body, but he 
knew she was right.
“I love you.”
“No.”
“Don’t say that!”

Eventually the hot water disappeared. Karen stood stoically while 
the spray went cold, and though Theo tried to hold out for as long as he 
could, eventually he relented.

They stepped out of the tub, shivering on the bathroom tiles, and 
searched frantically around for the towels they knew wouldn’t be 
there. Then they reached for their tangled clothes, tugging them on 
awkwardly over their wet bodies, avoiding eye contact but relieved also 
that something difficult but necessary was finally behind them. 

***

The morning before leaving Baron’s, and with no place in mind to 
go next, Theo returned to the apartment—the few possessions he owned 
all boxed in the back of his Jetta. For some reason he expected the key 
not to fit, and was surprised when the door popped open easily. He was 
surprised, also, to discover that the apartment was no longer empty. 
Large pieces of furniture were pushed together in the center of the 
rooms, and brown cardboard boxes were stacked three and four high 
against the walls. 

Theo pulled the door closed, stood in front of it for a moment, and 
then took a deep breath and opened it again. 

“Hello?” he said, brushing his knuckles against the door. “Hello? Is 
anyone here?”

But the apartment was vacant. Movers must have deposited the 
boxes and locked up behind them. The place was ready, now, for a new 
couple to create a home. It was a couple, too—the plastic tubs contained 
both men’s clothing and women’s. The pans were copper and glistening 
steel, the books a balanced selection of hardcover and softcover, tomes 
on Eastern Spirituality and dog-eared comedies of manners.
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Theo hurried from room to room, sifting through the contents of 
a random box before pushing it aside to go rifle through another. The 
apartment was not quite so empty now, but the items were packed 
compactly enough that his footsteps still echoed off the high ceilings as 
he hurried from room to room. He wasn’t sure what he was looking for—
had no intention of stealing anything valuable. Rather, he was consumed 
by the idea that the boxes must conceal the answer to some riddle—an 
explanation for how this apartment had come to transform into a way 
station between distant points. 

In a battered cardboard box across from the front door, Theo 
uncovered an odd assortment of objects. Inside were Tibetan singing 
bowls, acupuncture needles wrapped carefully in linen, wax candles and 
bamboo cups, and—in their own separate case, a pair of tuning forks. 

Gingerly, Theo lifted one of the tuning forks from the case. He hadn’t 
observed such an object since high school, when his physics teacher had 
darted back and forth from teaching station to teaching station, gesturing 
in demonstration of its many unexpected properties. Now, so many 
years later, Theo was having trouble recalling the object’s myriad uses. 
All he could picture was the teacher’s visual representation of various 
frequencies on the chalkboard—a loping sine curve in one spot, tightly 
coiled peaks and troughs in another, the cumulative effect a dizzying 
confusion of squiggles. Theo held the pronged object aloft, straining 
to remember, when the apartment door abruptly rattled behind him. 
He froze in place as every spring inside the lock mechanism became 
independently audible—the ridge of the tenant key scraping and then 
shivering into alignment with the tumblers as, in his hazy memory, the 
physics teacher plunged the tuning fork into a plastic cup of water, its 
vibrations tossing sprays of droplets into the air. Theo rapidly opened and 
closed his eyelids, trying to simulate the blinking of a strobe, straining 
to make the prongs of the tuning fork wobble. As the key gripped the 
tumblers, as the lock began its rotation and the bolt thudded free, Theo 
held his eyes closed. The whole room adjusted its pitch the moment the 
hinges creaked behind him, and he swung the pronged rod forcefully 
down against the floorboards before thrusting it aloft once again, as 
though toasting a newly married couple. From behind the darkness of 
his lids, he listened—savoring the long, pure, unwavering tone—before a 
foreign hand displaced the air over his shoulder, grasping the prongs and 
strangling from them a violent silence.

Jesse Stecklow (b. 1993, US) is an artist living in Los Angeles.
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